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writers often used the term humanitas as virtually equivalent to paideia Cicero gave it a
moral and emotional tone evocative of humane attitudes towards others, a tone that
went well beyond the purely intellectual development of individuals. Humanitas
included much more than school instruction, for which Romans used the term
institution and it was more than the moral training of family life for which they used
the term educatio.
In the characteristic manner of many accomplished scholars Cicero did not
bother to discuss the principles of elementary education in his De Oratore. He left
educatio to the fathers of families, and he did not direct particular attention to
ordinary school instruction, or institutio. With respect to the latter Cicero simply
described the customary round of studies being offered in the contemporary secon-
dary schools of Rome. He called these the artes liberates; the Greeks had used the term
enkuklios paideia (the education in common or general use). Cicero identified these as
literature (grammar), rhetoric, philosophy (dialectics), mathematics (arithmetic), ge-
ometry, astronomy, and music. The basic ingredients of what eventually came to be
known as the seven liberal arts of medieval times are here present.
What Cicero was really interested in was the range of advanced studies necessary
for the formation of the doctus orator (the cultivated orator); and he was particularly
critical of the rhetorical schools of his day because of their narrow emphasis upon the
tricks of the rhetorical trade. In contrast, Cicero argued that the orator or statesman
must receive the broad and cultivated education to be obtained through the politior
humanitas (the more polished humanities). This refinement of human excellence, good
taste, good breeding, and intellectual discipline is to be achieved by "knowledge of all
the sciences and all the great problems of life."16 Cicero's list of such studies is not
too explicit, but he clearly included not only rhetoric and literature in their fullest
senses, but also he laid great stress on history, on law or jurisprudence, and on
philosophy. These seem to gain his highest priority, but he also mentions psychology,
ethics, politics, military and naval science, medicine, and such sciences as geography
and astronomy.
The important thing here is Cicero's concern for what we would call the "social
sciences" and their relation to "all the great problems of life." This was a trend in his
thinking that recalls the thought of Isocrates, although Cicero attributed his ideas to
the influence of the philsophers of the New Academy in Athens. Cicero constantly
stressed that the aim of the "politior humanitas" was not simply for intellectual or
spiritual discipline but for the art of leadership in public affairs. Ironically, Cicero's
stress on the role of the orator as public administrator or political leader came too late
for it to be influential in preserving the Republic. So it was his fate to be remembered
more for his polished style of writing than for his call to serve the public weal. His
phrase, the doctus orator, cultivated by the more polite humanities, overshadowed the
other term he used, politicos philosophos, to define his ideal. His "cultivated orator"
came more to be emulated than his "philosophic statesman." The florescent Greek
ideal of the public citizen gave way to the Hellenistic ideal of the public lecturer.
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